


Welcome to the May Beacon,
our first fully digital offering.

Due to the CORONAVIRUS we are unable to
 produce a paper edition for the time being.

There are no adverts this month
but if you are an advertiser you will not be

 charged for any months we are not printed.

We will return to a printed version as soon as possible.
Meanwhile feel free to print a copy of the May edition if you wish.

Please enjoy and keep safe and well.

From the editor
For those of you who were able to see the April Beacon, either by picking up a copy in Tesco or
Benbows, the following suggestion was in the information from Fakenham Library. Can I
suggest we carry this through into May?

Fakenham Community Read Throughout April inspired by the BBC 100 novels that shaped the
world we have chosen 6 very different books for you to try - A Suitable Boy, Things Fall Apart,
The Far Pavilions, Twilight, The Quiet American and The Wide Sargasso Sea.

On reading this I remembered a Channel 4 serialisation from well over 30 years ago. The Far
Pavilions by M M Kaye. It was set in India in the days of the Raj. I enjoyed the serial so much
that I bought the book and read it avidly.
So I decided it was about time I re-read the book. It’s a long read at 955 pages. After I’ve
finished reading the book I will watch the DVD I recently purchased and then re-read the
autobiography of M M Kaye - The Sun in the Morning, which is the first part of her
autobiography in which she wrote about her first 18 years in India and England.

Linda

Mary Margaret (Mollie) Kaye was born in Simla, India
in 1908 and died in Suffolk in 2004 aged 95. At sunset
on 4th March 2006 her ashes were scattered over the
waters from a boat in the middle of Lake Pichola
situated in Udaipur city in the Indian state of
Rajasthan.
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Contact Who’s Who

St Peter & St Paul Fakenham Parish Church

The copy date for the June 2020 Beacon is 5th May.

Rector
Rev’d Francis Mason 01328 862268
revmason@btinternet.com

The Rectory Office 01328 862268
Gladstone Road, Fakenham,
NR21 9BZ
admin@fakenhamparishchurch.org.uk

For parish information, baptisms and
wedding bookings also see our
website.
Church postcode (for satnav) -
NR21 9BX

Readers
Elaine Burbidge 01328 851848
Linda Frost 01328 862919
Amanda Sands 01328 878218

Churchwardens
Roger Burbidge 01328 851848
Keith Osborn 07887 877650
keith@keithosbornphotography.co.uk

Fabric Officer
Judith Inward 01328 855269

Church Treasurer
via Rectory Office 01328 862268

Sacristan / Verger for weddings &
funerals
Patrick Sheppard 01328 855013

Child Protection Officer
Paul Nielsen  07798 766357

Vulnerable Adults Officer
via Rectory Office 01328 862268

Organist/Choirmaster
Jonathan Dodd
via Rectory Office 01328 862268

Marriage Preparation
via Rectory Office 01328 862268
admin@fakenhamparishchurch.org.uk

Stepping Stones
Elaine Burbidge 01328 851848

Messy Church & BIONYC
Alison Harding   01328 864685

Mothers’ Union
Felicity Randall 01328 862443

Church Women’s Guild
Moira Morley 01328 855874

Church Flowers
Margaret Tomlinson

01328 864727

Bell Ringers
Kevin Allcock 01328 853928

Support in Loss Group
Judith Smyth 01328 864061

Christmas Tree Festival
Anne Peppitt 07999 532002
fakenhamchristmastreefestival@gmail.com

Beacon Editor and advertising
Linda Frost  01328 862919
lindaffrost@gmail.com

Beacon Treasurer
via Rectory Office 01328 862268

Beacon Distribution
Elaine Burbidge 01328 851848
eburbidge@googlemail.com

Website Administrator
Keith Osborn  07887 877650
keith@keithosborn.co.uk

Croxton Road, Fulmodeston,
NR21 0LZ

Priest in charge
Rev’d Francis Mason 01328 862268
revmason@btinternet.com

Churchwarden
Andrew Lee 01328 878870
Please feel free to contact us or the
Rectory Office about services and
events or with enquiries about
baptisms, weddings and funerals.

Christ Church, Fulmodeston

Find us online:

Web
www.fakenhamparishchurch.org.uk

Fakenham Parish Church

@fakenhampchurch

Philippians 4: 7
And the peace of God, which
surpasses all understanding, will
guard your hearts and your minds
in Christ Jesus.
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Contents Viewpoint
The current pandemic poses basic
questions about what it means to be
human and live a flourishing life. It
puts our institutions and settled ways
of doing things in crisis, provoking the
need to reflect on what we are doing
and why we are doing it. Crises force
us to ask whether what we take to be
morally good is really morally good
and true. At the point of crisis our
assumed ways of doing things no
longer fit the world we live in. At a
point of crisis, we must try to discern
and discover whether what we take
to be moral can help us respond to
this new situation or does it need
changing or even rejecting.
For example, in response to the
coronavirus pandemic, the need for
physical distancing is cutting against
moral norms of solidarity and care
and everyday practices of social,
economic and political life, leading to
a fundamental reordering of many
aspects of life.
A basic question underlying many
contemporary crises is who or what
should be the primary focus of
morality: the individual, the
community, the nation, humanity, or
the planet?
Modern ethical frameworks have, for
the most part, made the individual
the basis of ethical concern. The
individual is both the agent and the
end of morality. Proper treatment of
the individual, their ability to be
recognised, freedom to express
themselves authentically in the
world, to have nothing done to them
without their consent are deep moral
commitments of the modern world.
But the pandemic has shown how
limiting this is. We have begun to see
that other things are important. The
mere definition of “essential
workers” shows the importance of
groups of people. So the current
pandemic calls the primary
commitment to the individual into
question, and along with that comes
a call for more emphasis on

community. It is no surprise that
“looking out for one’s neighbour and
their needs” has become more
common.
The true, good or flourishing life
cannot be reduced to individual
happiness. We are not atoms
bouncing against each other but
mutually vulnerable, interdependent
creatures whose flourishing depends
on being embedded in just and loving
forms of common life. We cannot
survive, let alone thrive without
others.
The current crisis is rightly provoking
us to ask in new, more intentional
ways how a truly good life cannot be
one built on the domination,
exploitation or abandonment of
others.

Alan Elkins

P.S. Isn’t it interesting that most of
the essential workers are in the
lowest paid sectors of our society.
Has the time come to redress this
appalling situation and pay the
essential workers more, perhaps by
reducing the salaries of those we
tend to call the “fat cats”, in banking
and commerce, and perhaps
footballers may be another example.
And something could be done about
the long term funding of Homecare
and Nursing Homes so that
employees receive salaries reflecting
the importance of their work.



Prayer Space

Parish Prayers for May

Daily prayers are said for Fakenham, its people and organisations.

During the weeks in May we will be praying for:

26th Apr - 2ⁿd May   First Focus. CAB.
      Those who live or work in Rudham Stile Lane, Grove Lane.

3rd May - 9th May   The work of the International Red Cross and Red Crescent
      Those who live or work in Greenway Park, Silverlands Close, Newman Drive.

10th May - 16th May    The work of Christian Aid
      Those who live or work in Charles Road, Edinburgh Drive, Elizabeth Avenue,
      Copper Beech Close.

17th May - 23rd May    Town Council.
      Those who live or work in Warren Avenue, Nightingale Close, Bracken Close,
      Rowan Way.

24th May - 30th May  Farmers & farmers' markets.
      Those who live or work in industrial estates
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The isolation so many of us feel because of
restrictions in meeting others at the moment is
offset a little for me by the almost magical
burgeoning of this year’s Spring.

This time reminds us that there is hope, that life
will eventually blossom and that the trials we face
can be relieved by simple joy in just being alive to
the natural world that surrounds us.

In other words, a bit like the Spring sunlight
shining through the trees to dapple the earth,
there is both light and shade to life and both shift
and change – something that is dark at one
moment will become bright the next.

The mid-Victorian poet and Jesuit priest Gerard
Manley Hopkins summed up this thought in his
poem/prayer Pied Beauty. The words “pied” and
“brinded” simply mean variegated or multi-
coloured.

Pied Beauty
Glory be to God for dappled things –
For skies of couple-colour as a brinded cow;
For rose-moles all in stipple on trout that swim;
Fresh-firecoal chestnut-falls; finches’ wings;
Landscape plotted and pieced – fold, fallow, and
plough;
And all trades, their gear and tackle and trim.

All things counter, original, spare, strange;
Whatever is fickle, freckled (who knows how?)
With swift, slow; sweet, sour; dazzle, dim;
He fathers-forth whose beauty is past change:
Praise Him.
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TOWN TALK
Town Talk
The notion of Fakenham as a ghost
town has never struck me before. But
shorn of its weekly market and with
the vast majority of shops and
businesses closed, it certainly bore that
sort of atmosphere in the midst of the
coronavirus pandemic. Some have
suggested that every day was like a
Sunday. But how could that be with the
church doors closed to worshippers. I
have shared in Easter festivals in both
Spain and Latin America where the
story of Jesus' death and resurrection
was played out on the streets, replicas
of the participants carried shoulder
high. Nothing so vibrant would have
been possible this year. To satisfy the
need to exercise whilst also paying
homage to the occasion, I cycled out to
Walsingham on Easter Sunday.
Normally this would have meant
joining a massive throng of people but
not this year. The roads were eerily
quiet. Reaching the town I paused in
front of a flint-faced cottage, attracted
by a plaque on its wall which read: 'On
this site, September 5 1782, nothing
happened.' That sentiment certainly
chimed with what I was experiencing.
Soon after, I linked up with the so-
called Holy Mile, a narrow lane
extending out to the Slipper Chapel. I
had it all to myself in contrast to the
melee that might have been expected.
Visitors from far and wide come here
over Easter, hundreds of them walking
the sacred mile, hundreds more staying
for days in tents and marquees on
adjacent fields. But again, not this
exceptional year. Making my solitary
way with only bird song and sheep for
company I thought how lucky I was to
be able to capture this moment. I hope
it never happens again but I'll certainly
never forget it.

Wayfarer

A new-born lamb photo taken
along the Holy Mile

From the Rector
Do you ever ask yourself  'Is this real?'
'Is this really happening?' Are there
echoes of Queen's Bohemian
Rhapsody? Do you expect to wake up
one morning and discover it was a
dream; you were simply an actor in a
dystopian science fiction film?
What a relief. Now you can go back to
normal.

Like a dream it has all happened so
fast. One moment it was Lent as usual
the next we are thrown into something
never experienced before. Have you
noticed how in just two months our
vocabulary has expanded to include
social distancing, lockdown, self
isolation, furlough, shielding, essential
workers and of course corona virus.
Seven weeks ago when pubs were still
open and doing quizzes I would have
guessed that PPE was some sort of
plastic.

One phrase I hear a lot both from
clergy in "Zoom" meetings and in the
media is 'the new normal'. How long
will this 'new normal' last? Do we want
to go back to exactly where we were
before? Can we? There are lots of
questions being offered at present and
few answers.  I for one have found
certain aspects of the lockdown
helpful. It is not just the roads that are
much quieter, so is my life. I am finding
that I have time to appreciate the
blossom and the bird song. In many

respects I find our current situation
more conducive to spirituality than the
anxious rushing from one meeting to
another. I have also enjoyed the
challenge of learning a new skill, that
of podcasting services even though I
am still foxed by copyright legislation
(which is why I have included very little
music so far). Does the 'new normal'
mean I now need to conquer video, as
many colleagues seem to have done.
Do I need to join the herd? I have
reservations. Having looked at some
offerings, I find that poor video is a
distraction and therefore not helpful. It
needs to be done well. My main
concern however, is for those people
who are not familiar with the internet
or who simply don't have it. I am
pleased to say that two days ago the
Church of England launched a
centralised phone line to enable access
to daily reflections, prayers and hymns
for those who are not 'on-line'. It is
called Daily Hope. You are reading this
on-line but no doubt you have friends
and relatives to whom you can pass the
details. Assure them it is a free
number. 0800 804 8044

Though the lockdown has it upside, I
am also very aware that we all live in a
time of disorientation. Many are
anxious about their jobs, about
income, about their relatives and their
own health. I sense a level of anxiety
within myself. I do not know what lies
ahead, what the 'new normal' will
mean for my ministry or the church as
a community.  This I do know, our
church building will not be locked
forever and that nothing, not even this
virus, can separate us or our loved
ones from the love of God in Christ
Jesus. Keep praying and God bless.
I leave you with the reassuring words
of Julian of Norwich which I am sure
she never copyrighted.

 "All shall be well, and all shall be well
and all manner of things shall be well."

Francis (Rector)
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CTF 2020 is launched!  With faith and optimism the
Christmas Tree Festival team has opened the
application process for this year's festival.  The 'virtual
launch’ was on 30th March.  Instead of the usual
meeting, regular participants were sent the application
information and form.  Those who have taken part only
once or twice or who have expressed interest in being
first-timers have been asked to ring one of the team to
find out what is involved.  If they wish to go ahead we

send them what they need.  Completed forms have
started to arrive, which is very encouraging.
 We would be pleased to welcome new charities so  if
you are interested, please ring Anne on the festival
phone - 07999 532002, Alison on 01328 864685 or
Elaine & Roger on 01328 851848.  Let's hope that the
20th festival, in 2020, is the best yet.

The CTF Team

Christmas Tree Festival (CTF) 2020

FADLOS postpones Chicago but plans
bumper 2021!
Due to the current situation and the obvious ongoing
uncertainty, it is with enormous regret that FADLOS,
Fakenham's multi-award winning amateur theatrical
company, has announced the postponement of their
production of Chicago, originally planned for this
May.
In the meantime, having just won a NODA technical
award for their record-breaking run of Chitty Chitty
Bang Bang, FADLOS's efforts and attention will now
be directed towards mounting major shows both this
December and next May…more exciting details will
follow in a few weeks' time.
FADLOS has been entertaining its wonderfully loyal
audience in Fakenham since 1967 and over this
period, the group has fortunately managed to
accumulate sufficient resources to be able to survive
this enforced period of inactivity. So, when the
restrictions are eventually lifted, they'll be raring to
get back on stage and provide some much-needed
live entertainment.
When the time comes for Fakenham to blow off some
steam and have a good time out with family and
friends, FADLOS promises to deliver something
fabulous on all fronts!

Thy Kingdom Come 21st - 31st May, 2020
A time for Christians to pray especially for more people
to come to know Jesus Christ for themselves.
Since the daily prayers were advertised in the March
Beacon, Covid-19 has changed our daily lives drastically
and it is now highly unlikely that those meetings will

happen. I am looking at alternative ways we might mark
this and am exploring options to put on the church
website. So nearer the time do check the parish website
fakenhamparishchurch.org.uk  I hope that many of you
will join in this time of prayer either in your own way or
by using the resources on the website.

Joy Elkins



A good friend of mine was very
upset when she heard the
instruction from the Archbishops
of Canterbury and York that
church buildings were to close,
even for private prayer, owing to
the Coronavirus.  That instruction
went even further than the
government's advice, which at
that time was that services should
cease but the church buildings
could remain open for private
prayer.

She said 'I will always remember
this was the day when the Church
of England decided to close the
churches.' She made a plea to me
to complain about it. (What could
I do, I asked myself?).

For about 10 seconds I shared her
pain.  It seemed shocking that the
Church, which makes such efforts
to reach out to people by keeping
their buildings as open as
possible, should be shutting up,
just at this particular moment of
national crisis.  What better thing
to do than to stay open, to offer
solace to the sad and lonely, the
worried and upset, to allow
people to pray in solitude and to
light a candle for the sick? Our
Church has a great history of
being a place of safety and refuge.
It's the focus of our civic
community, the place where we
celebrate national joys and pay
respect during time of national
sorrow.  Why the change of
heart?

But after those 10 seconds, I saw
the point of what our church
leaders are telling us.  That was

the day that we closed churches,
yes.  But it was also the day when
the Church set aside a long-held
and cherished tradition of giving
people a building to focus on and
reminded us all that God is not in
the building, not in any building,
but is everywhere and is always
with us. We love our church
buildings.  They are solid and
strong and inspire awe.  They
invoke a sense of reverence and
the history of our tradition. They
are a focus for our devotion and a
place for us to gather. Our love of
the building helps us to express
our love of God and for our
community. But it is only, at the
end of the day, a building,
however special and important.

The closure of the churches is a
liberation from the building, a
reminder of the real essence of
God and where to find him.  He is
in us, not the building. In freeing
us from the physical church, we
now have opportunities to think
again about what is the real
essence of our faith. And it may
well help those newly exploring
their faith, to come to God when
he is not confined to a building,
but to find him where they are,
not where they think God is.

I have been amazed at the
ingenuity of our local clergy in and
around Fakenham and beyond,
who have made huge efforts, and
developed new skills, in order to
bring church to us.  Francis and
Gill have produced excellent
services on the parish church
website, every day, not only
Sundays, for us to join in listening
to.  They are not alone, and on the
Diocesan website you can select
any number of different kinds of
worship provided, amazingly,
from the front rooms of many
Norfolk clergy (click on Local live
streams). Francis and Gill have
also catered for those in our
congregation who are not online,
to make sure that appropriate
prayers are available to try to
ensure no one is left out.

So…when we eventually get back
to our wonderful church buildings,
and of course we will, we'll
appreciate them all the more and
return to them as old friends.  But
we'll know that they don't show
us where God is.  God is always
with us. The building may be
closed, but the Church is open.

Stay home and stay safe.
6.4.2020
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It's impossible to write this without
reference to Covid-19. I hope you
have all kept well, and continue to
do so. From where I sit, I can see
people walking up and down the
street. Self-distancing may vary but
most are making the effort. I went
for a walk along the railway lines, a
permitted exercise at the time of
writing. I met only a handful of
people.

This month's theme is The Darling
Buds of May. Some of you will recall
the TV series with David Jason and
Catherine Zeta-Jones, before she
went to Hollywood.

You might otherwise know it from
one of Shakespeare's sonnets,
opening, 'Shall I compare thee to a
summer's Day'. It's about how much
we notice the world around us,
birds, wildlife, flowers, the sea. Or in
art, what makes us like a painting? If
beauty is in the eye of the beholder,
how does our mood, frame of mind
affect it? It's made me wonder
whether we see things as beautiful
as they are, or, in this busy world,
take beautiful things for granted?

As we are all cooped up mostly at
home, except for our noble,
essential workers, what is it that
connects us with beauty? I'd say
daffodils are a great tonic for the
soul and also very beautiful. But
what appeals to one, may not be be
shared. Which one of the following
images do you prefer?

Would you be pleased to hang any
of them on your walls, and if so,
where?

Or.

Are they part of the background, a
comforting presence, or do they
offer inspiration? I don't think it
matters, as long as they evoke some
response.
Shakespeare's sonnet contains
another lovely line, 'But thy eternal
summer shall not fade'. What is
really beautiful won't fade or
wither, it will stay with us.
Paintings don't change, only our
reaction to them.

Looked at in another way, the
workers who are dealing with the
Covid-19 virus, display another facet
of beauty. The obvious love and
care of doctors, nurses and all the
ancillary and related workers, paints
another picture.

When I stood and clapped the NHS
workers on my doorstep, I felt very
connected to a wave of thanks and
goodwill that says a lot about the
beauty we don't see, but feel.

Our thanks go to those who work so
hard for the health of the nation.
And those who deliver our mail,
goods, take away the rubbish, work
in factories, carers, law enforcers,
clergy and educators And any others
you care to name and thank.



Catch up with Christ Church Fulmodeston
At the time of writing at the beginning of Holy Week,
there are no plans for any  services at Christ Church in
the near future, due to the Covid pandemic.
The church, chapel, parish council and Old School Hall
communities in Fulmodeston, Barney and Croxton have
pulled together to serve those who are isolating or are
alone. They are being contacted by volunteers for
shopping and medical needs or just for a chat.
Many thanks to all involved.

A poem  for May
I cannot tell you how it was,
But this I know: it came to pass
Upon a bright and sunny day
When May was young; ah, pleasant May!
As yet the poppies were not born
Between the blades of tender corn;
The last egg had not hatched as yet,
Nor any bird foregone its mate.
I cannot tell you what it was,
But this I know: it did but pass.
It passed away with sunny May,
Like all sweet things it passed away,
And left me old, and cold, and gray.

Christina Rossetti

A prayer for the first day of May
"For I know the plans I have for you," declares the Lord,
"plans to prosper you and not to harm you, plans to give
you hope and a future." Jeremiah 29:11, NIV
Lord Jesus, we look to you on the throne beside your
Father in heaven and ask that you be Lord of peace in
our hearts. Help us to overcome ourselves again and
again and to remain at peace. Then your will may be
done in your disciples, a power of peace may be around
us that goes out into the whole world, and your name
may be glorified on earth. For you are Lord of peace, and
we await you. In difficult times faith and hope will take
hold in our hearts all the more firmly, to your glory, Lord
Jesus. For you will suddenly come according to your
promise as the One who does God's will on earth among
all people. Amen.

A thought for May
I slept and I dreamed that life is all joy. I woke and I saw
that life is all service. I served and I saw that service is
joy.
Kahlil Gibran
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People often name new things after something else, perhaps to try to endow them with similar
importance and prestige and there are several examples of this in Fakenham.  A stand in the
racecourse is named the Prince of Wales, probably to help make it sound posh and high class. There's a
pub named after a king and a road named after a saint and a recent restaurant in Fakenham was
named after…  a plant. (Although sadly it recently had to close because of the owner's illness)  But at
the right time of year the Wisteria that hides beside what used to be the old stables inside Newman's
Yard in Norwich Street (and which is probably East Anglia's oldest) can be very beautiful.  This month's
photo of my own from the archive shows it in full bloom in 2010.

N.B. Please note that  events for the VE day on May 9th have had to be cancelled due to the
coronavirus pandemic.

HOWARD YOUNG



Archbishop of Canterbury launches free dial-in worship phone line
during coronavirus lockdown

The Archbishop of Canterbury, Justin Welby, has launched a free national phone line as a simple
new way to bring worship and prayer into people’s homes while church buildings are closed
because of the coronavirus.
Daily Hope, which is available from today, offers music, prayers and reflections as well as full
worship services from the Church of England at the end of a telephone line.
The line – which is available 24 hours a day on 0800 804 8044 – has been set up particularly with
those unable to join online church services during the period of restrictions in mind.

The service is supported by the Church of England nationally as well as through the Connections group
based at Holy Trinity Claygate in Surrey and the Christian charity Faith in Later Life.
Although thousands of churches across the country are now running services and prayer groups online
while public worship remains suspended, many people – especially older people – do not have access
to the internet.
The line also recognises the impact of social distancing restrictions and self-isolation measures on
those suffering from loneliness.
Callers will hear a special greeting from the Archbishop before being able to choose from a range of
options, including hymns, prayers, reflections and advice on COVID-19.
Options available include materials also available digitally by the Church of England’s Communications
team such as Prayer During the Day and Night Prayer, updated daily,
from Common Worship, and a recording of the Church of England weekly national online service. A
section called Hymn Line offers callers a small selection of hymns, updated daily. An option entitled
‘Hymns We Love’, provides a hymn and reflection and is based on an initiative by the Connections
group.
Archbishop Justin said:
“With many in our country on lockdown, it’s important that we support those who are feeling lonely
and isolated, whatever age they are.“ The Daily Hope service will allow people to hear hymns, prayers
and words that offer comfort and hope, especially in this Easter season.
“I want to urge people to spread the news about this service. If there is someone you know who is
particularly struggling, give them a call and let them know about the Daily Hope. I’m going to phone a
friend; will you join me?”

Sunday 26th April 2020
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